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Editorial

This issue contains fourteen papers on varied themes in the large domain Information Science. Also this issue marks the last issue of the eleventh volume of the Journal of Digital Information Management. In the last eleven volumes, we continue to increase the size of the publication and papers and also expand the application issues. The last few issues in this volume have published many application papers that mark the significance of the need to publish research in applications aspects. Thus JDIM continues to make known the research in application aspects and it ensures the research world to publish more similar research in future.

Also we note that in the last couple of years we continue to receive large number of submissions from China. The Chinese papers have enhanced technical content and the research in the Information Science domain is increasing in China more voluminously. We are pleased to note the increasing popularity of JDIM in China. The acceptance rate of Chinese papers is more than the mean acceptance rate of JDIM. We appreciate and also recognize the research quantity and quality in China.
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